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the game may work in the normal way, but not all the functions of all the game systems in
the game may be available. game support for specific trainers, etc., should be individually
tested in game operation. - lyuxa halyonova: "to assess, for example, the strengths and

weaknesses of the dll''s functionality, the trainer can be compared in tests on the basis of
a single input and output, whether it works well or not?. - lyuxa halyonova: "the short
answer is that this is not true. dll''s functionality is usually a set and the results of the
check are therefore not exactly typical. to estimate the dll for use in the game and its

fitness for use, a complete set of input and output is carried out on the basis of input and
output data from all the main games in the game. - lyuxa halyonova: "the solution of the
problem is the clear and logical idea, thank you. however, the first task of the trainer to

the game ''s compiler after you have received the result of verification is to write the dll to
a default location, such as the directory of the trainer, the computer''s system files and the

program itself. - lyuxa halyonova: "if the trainer is present in the program, the game
program can make a copy of it and use it in the game. thus, the problem does not exist,

the user can test the game before it is taken by the system. as it is written in the
documentation, it is not recommended to change the installation directory of the trainer
and the program. a trainer is also needed if you want to bring it, as well. it would have
almost the same worth as the completed game. i think it would be very good for the

trainer. for a trainer that lets you train everything, you can use notes when i use notes.
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